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applied to urban districts and allowed relief to be granted
outside the workhouse not only in these but also in other
circumstances: if adequate workhouse accommodation was
not available, as was always liable to happen in a sudden
slump, able-bodied men could be given out-relief half in
mon^y/and half in kind in return for task-work such as picking
oakum or breaking stones in a labour-yard; able-bodied
women could be given out-relief only if they had no illegiti-
mate dependants; and temporary departures from the order
were allowed on condition that they were reported to the
central authority. As rural unions became urbanized they
frequently obtained permission to copy the more elastic form
of labour test under outdoor labour-test orders. And the over-
due relief-regulation order of 1911 made the law uniform for
the whole country: the urban practice of regulation had
proved more adaptable to modern problems than the original
rural prohibitory principle.
Experience brought up the administrators of the new poor-
law against several practical difficulties which were not
foreseen in 1832-34.
One of these may be summed up as the general mixed
workhouse. The royal commissioners had recognised the
disadvantages of herding all sorts of people together just on
the ground that they were destitute. They proposed therefore
that they should be classified by institutions, the aged and
infirm being in one, children in another, able-bodied women
in a third, and able-bodied men in a fourth. Each union was
in fact to use one of its old parish poorhouses as an infirmary
or almshouse, one as an orphanage, and two as male and
female workhouses. But the custom of lumping together all
the destitute died hard. Guardians thought it more dignified
and less troublesome to have one vulgarly pretentious pauper
palace rather than several more modest institutions. The
capital outlay would be immensely bigger in the first
instance; but the central commissioners were persuaded that
running-costs might be slightly lower, as no institution would
then be left empty at harvest-time and the able-bodied could

